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Reforming Vision: The Engineer Le Play 
Learns to Observe Society Sagely

t h eodor e  m .  por t e r

In an 1840 inquiry into abuses of child labor, a committee of the British par-
liament voted four to two against requiring their expert witness to answer 
the question: “Have you seen the work of Mrs. Trollope, ‘The Factory Boy,’ 
and by your means as an Inspector, have you formed any opinion as to the 
correctness of her statements?”1 The members of the committee clearly had 
formed opinions, for they treated her novel as commensurable with the eye-
witness testimonies and statistical tables provided to them by factory inspec-
tors. As free and responsible men, they did not limit themselves to evidence 
that would stand up in court, but recognized that the most crucial facts would 
often be concealed from them. Such assumptions regarding observation and 
social knowledge were typical of social science in its nineteenth-century 
form, which did not fear to infer from the results of local experience, often 
transmitted in stories.

Frédéric Le Play, whose career in social science began at just this time, 
shared their sense of the fl uidity of social observation. He was, indeed, a par-
ticular admirer of British parliamentary inquiries, which he commended as 
more direct and more probing than statistics, yet, like statistics, resolutely 
empirical. Le Play’s family budgets, the foundation of his monographic 
method of social science, embodied an intensely personal mode of observa-
tion, rooted in what he construed as traditional ties of seigneurs and patrons 
to the laboring poor. During the course of his career, he gave increasing pref-
erence to the inherited wisdom of the sage over methodical, cosmopolitan 
science as the ideal form of social observation. In this way, he unshackled 
truth from well-attested facts and upheld the epistemic validity of narrative.

In his maturity, then, Le Play claimed his rights as the modern founder 
of a scheme of observation at odds with the social doctrines and methods of 
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liberal Europe. Yet to us it is clear that he could not stand outside the nine-
teenth century. His celebrated méthode d’observation, while steeped in archa-
ism, drew from diverse observational practices of administration and reform. 
It began with travel, an indispensable practice in the engineering profession 
for which he was trained.2 His investigations of new technologies of mining 
opened out into the examination of the skills and knowledge of craftsmen 
and the statistics of trade. The economy of mines included workers and their 
families as well as machinery, forests, and mineral deposits. He modeled his 
family budgets on statistical tables of trade, and he compared his interviews 
with miners and factory laborers to the work of parliamentary committees.

For a decade beginning about 1840, Le Play observed the economy of la-
bor and markets through the lens of socialist politics. Later, he worked to 
refashion social science as profoundly conservative in its consecration of an 
imagined social order—which he worked tirelessly to establish as reality—
anchored in paternalism, moral faith, and personal bonds of loyalty rather 
than in labor markets and bureaucratic rationality. The recovery of this kind 
of society demanded a new mode of observation, the study of cases as the ba-
sis for a tradition of inquiry, like those of law and medicine examined in this 
volume by Gianna Pomata and J. Andrew Mendelsohn. In his maturity, Le 
Play’s “social science” looked outward in order to look backward, preferring 
oral traditions and personal engagement to detached inquiry.

Engineering Roots

Le Play was one of those early practitioners of social science—their name 
is legion—who folded his own path to intellectual enlightenment into the 
rationale for his science. The hero of his reminiscences was a young engineer, 
highly successful in his schooling but dissatisfi ed with the Saint-Simonian 
ideas that had seduced his fellow Polytechnicians, who benefi ted from the 
guidance of revered teachers in 1829 as he prepared to set off on his min-
ing investigations. In the Harz Mountains in Germany, where they sent him, 
mining offi cials opened his eyes to a society organized on unfamiliar prin-
ciples. His epiphany came in the form of a complex observation: that in the 
Harz mines the purpose of production was not wealth, but the maintenance 
of a God-fearing population. “Il n’y a rien à inventer,” he declared much later; 
nothing new is required to fashion a social science that can relieve the ter-
rible suffering of the present. We have only to observe, or, more precisely, to 
observe as of olde—not from a distance, but with the personal concern and 
charity of traditional elites. At their feet he had learned social science.3

By telling his story this way, Le Play accented a profound social conser-
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vatism as the polestar of his entire career. He also sharply distinguished his 
vaunted méthode d’observation from other modes of social science. He epito-
mized his career from the vantage point of its end as a series of voyages across 
eastern and northern Europe as well as industrialized Britain, in pursuit, we 
may say, of temps perdus, of all the old customs and unregulated relationships 
among unequals that stimulated men to observe God’s commandments and 
assured them of their daily bread. A proper reverence for social observation, 
he held, undergirded the benevolent authority of fathers in the home and of 
patrons in the workplace. The best observers could be found in societies that 
had preserved the ancient virtues and had no need of reform. But France 
had sacrifi ced its traditions on the altar of revolution. Now, he wrote in 1864, 
the moment had arrived “to replace the confl icting theories that since 1789 
have agitated it with opinions founded on methodical observation of social 
facts.”4

Le Play spent his career in the Corps des Mines, the most elite of French 
engineering corps. As graduates of the École Polytechnique, he and his com-
rades were highly trained in mathematics, yet their ethos was more profes-
sional and administrative than scientifi c. At the School of Mines, where the 
cream of Polytechnique engineers received three years of advanced instruc-
tion, they spent just half of each year attending lectures. The remainder of 
their training was specifi cally practical, including two long journeys to ob-
serve and record the functioning of diverse mines and factories.

Le Play, a prodigy, completed his formal studies after just two years, then 
spent six months in 1829 touring the mines of Germany with his friend and 
comrade the Saint-Simonian Jean Reynaud. Their itinerary, covering four 
thousand miles, included a visit to the Harz Mountains. Le Play’s diary from 
these travels is silent on labor conditions but is fi lled with technical descrip-
tions and drawings of mines and machines. A few years later, he commented 
on the admirable effi ciency with which the administration of the Harz mines 
managed its competition against Spanish mines, which knocked the bottom 
out of the lead market in the very year of his visit. The Harz mine offi cials 
had sent the Göttingen professor of mineralogy, J. F. L. Haussmann, to Spain 
to check out the competition—a tour Le Play reproduced a few years later. 
Haussmann concluded that current levels of production by the wasteful 
Spanish were unsustainable. The economies imposed by the Harz mining 
administration to preserve for workers the necessities of life during this un-
avoidable moment of hardship, a starstruck Le Play wrote in 1832, “could not 
be too much praised.”5 Evidently these wise and virtuous men had come a 
long ways since the years of French revolutionary occupation, referred to by a 
patriotic local historian as the Matzhammelzeit, the era of embezzlement.6
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Le Play’s fi rst social investigations assumed an economic and statistical 
form. During the 1830s and 1840s, he applauded statistics for its undogmatic 
empiricism, and he collaborated with some of its best-known practitioners, 
such as the medical statistician Louis-René Villermé. By 1855, when he pub-
lished the fi rst edition of his study of European workers, his methods had 
evolved away from those of the census, which he now regarded as indiscrimi-
nately inclusive. Yet his family budgets were an outgrowth of his statistical 
work, and they even gained him the Montyon Prize for statistics in 1856 from 
the Académie des Sciences.7

At the Corps des Mines, statistics served as an administrative tool. The 
Annales des mines was concerned above all with the location and extraction of 
minerals, printing brief chemical excerpts along with much longer, original 
pieces on mining technology and on the geography and geology of regions 
rich in ores. Initially, the corps treated statistics as merely a form of book-
keeping, but in 1832, the neophyte Le Play introduced a more scientifi c com-
mitment to statistics into the Annales. His study had been ordered by his 
superiors, one of whom, De Cheppe, issued a statistical proclamation to ac-
company it. In pursuing its mission to protect the interests at play in mining, 
De Cheppe explained, the administration of the corps could not rely exclu-
sively on general principles, for many important choices hinge on statistics. 
“Theories and narrowly based systems can be deadly if no account is taken of 
the power of facts. . . . The language of fi gures has its own authority.” Engi-
neers supplied the Corps des Mines with numbers of the highest exactitude, 
gathered with admirable care, and these, he announced, deserved a place in 
the journal.8

That, we may infer, was the task assigned to Le Play, whose title spoke of 
“observations” on international commerce in minerals. For this young en-
gineer, as for the postwar economists discussed in this volume by Mary S. 
Morgan, economic observation meant measurement. He laid out the quanti-
ties and values of production according to mineral substances (metals, salts, 
combustibles, construction materials), and subdivided them by categories 
of production such as goldsmith work and jewelry. French mineral exports, 
which were highly processed, incorporated much labor, the “fi rst element” 
of wealth and the “fi rst gauge” of prosperity. Le Play was not content with 
factual nuggets but looked for patterns to size up the competitive position of 
French mines and of the trades that depended on them. He summarized his 
results in a set of comprehensive import-export tables, for him the essential 
contribution of the memoir. Their bookkeeping form, a balance of income 
and expenditure, provided a template for his subsequent worker budgets.9

Le Play alluded in his memoir to the “admirable organization” of the Harz 
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mines, which demonstrated the advantages of association (l’état d’associations) 
in the mineral industry. What exactly did he mean? Two decades later, in a 
note to the tables of his monograph on the Harz, he supplied the complicated 
details, giving some credit to the collective efforts of workers as well as to 
their bosses. The mineral rights in the Harz, he explained, belonged to com-
panies that held shares as investments. They sold minerals to a foundry, oper-
ated for the profi t of the sovereign, who also owned the forests. A commercial 
administration, organized by the state, managed the sale and purchase of ma-
terials. Factory profi ts were not distributed immediately to shareholders but 
were deposited into reserve funds, on which the workers could draw during 
natural disasters, wars, and revolutions. The patrons sold wheat to the work-
ers at a fi xed, government-subsidized price and provided free medical care as 
well as insurance against injury and sickness. The workers themselves orga-
nized pensions for the permanently disabled, funded by contributions from 
several sources. It was, Le Play argued, an exemplary system of foresight and 
protection against misfortune and market fl uctuations. By the late 1840s, the 
Harz mining organization was gaining a reputation for wise social policy, and 
a delegate to the Frankfurt parliament of 1848 proclaimed that it had solved 
the worker question (Arbeiterfrage). Le Play spoke of a wise administration, 
looking after the needs of a laboring population that he characterized as “me-
diocre in energy and intelligence.”10

In 1840, he published an essay on statistics for an encyclopedia edited by 
his friend Reynaud and the humanitarian socialist Pierre Leroux. He referred 
to statistical collection as one of the vital roles of government and an index of 
political enlightenment. To discuss the theory of government without statis-
tics is like discoursing on combustion in ignorance of the composition of the 
atmosphere. It would be better to train statesmen in statistics rather than the 
literature of small towns in ancient Greece. Perhaps in a stable political order, 
administered by men of inherited wisdom and practical experience, statistics 
would be dispensable, but for France, which had overturned all the old struc-
tures in 1789, nothing could contribute more to good government.11

Le Play’s growing faith in the wisdom of the ages was, as he understood it, 
fully compatible with the spirit of science, physical as well as social. In auto-
biographical moments, he liked to say that his method of social observation 
was merely the extension to a new fi eld of natural-scientifi c observation. That 
resemblance, however, depended on a distinctive interpretation of science. In 
his metallurgical lectures and writings of the 1840s, as in the statistical essay 
of 1840, Le Play exalted intuition and skill over systematic learning. He was 
profoundly skeptical of abstract reason, the kind of thinking that, as he would 
later claim, had made a mess of French politics. The sympathetic, involved 
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observer who puts his faith in experience is a far better guide than the ab-
stract theorist. Even chemistry, he thought, suffered by being detached from 
real processes of mineral extraction. It has as much to learn from metallurgy 
as it can teach, because mines depend on a host of techniques unknown to 
theoretical science.

Le Play’s unusual self-positioning with respect to scientifi c practice is nicely 
epitomized in a short paper of 1847 by Reynaud, who united Saint-Simonian 
technocracy with Swedenborgian vision. “De la métallurgie du fer par Swe-
denborg” begins by celebrating iron as the basis for economic prosperity and 
military might. Unfortunately, so long as workers shroud their methods in 
secrecy, the improvement of iron technologies must be abandoned to chance. 
But Swedenborg, a Swedish mining administrator, had held up a lamp in the 
darkness, and his 1734 treatise on iron could be ranked with the illustrations 
of the trades in Diderot’s Encyclopédie. Swedenborg’s contribution owed less 
to laboratory chemistry than to the immense knowledge of metalworkers, 
until then a variety of alchemy, requiring only to be systematized. The proper 
starting point of metallurgy, Reynaud concluded, is not the formal learning 
of chemists but the craft knowledge of workers. That insight was the starting 
point for “our excellent metallurgist M. Le Play,” who had founded his bril-
liant school at the École des Mines on the principles of Swedenborg.12

Le Play, in turn, praised Reynaud’s article in his book-length memoir on 
metallurgy in Wales for the Annales des mines. Swedenborg, he explained, 
had understood that the despised race of miners, working in obscurity, com-
manded knowledge as good as that of many sciences. Metallurgy involves 
distinct principles and modes of action, most of which are understood at the 
foundry and not in the laboratory. While he had undertaken to investigate 
and systematize this knowledge, he denied that it could be reduced to chem-
istry on a large scale. “As yet, no savant has put himself in a position to study 
the connection between these facts, typically so complex, and the elementary 
laws of the physical sciences.” We cannot say whether the limits of rational 
science are a matter of principle or merely provisional, arising from a social 
divide between practical mining and theoretical science. Le Play spoke of the 
workers as coordinating thousands of phenomena with great precision and 
deploying “grandes lois naturelles” that science had barely glimpsed. Some-
times their methods, such as forcing hot air into furnaces, had proved them-
selves despite the unanimous skepticism of savants. “La pratique vaut mieux 
que la théorie” (Practice beats theory). These workers are a “repository of 
experience accumulated since the origin of civilization,” able to direct “with 
exquisite tact the subtlest nuances in phenomena whose existence has not 
even been suspected by science.” They were like nature itself, and science 
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might learn more readily by studying their work than by examining the natu-
ral world directly.13

Location and Detachment

Even in his maturity, Le Play assigned reason an important role in the effort 
to apprehend nature, but it was a blunt instrument by comparison to skills 
and techniques, even those of humble workers. In the social domain, an over-
confi dent rationalism presented dangers still greater than in chemistry and 
mineralogy. In the 1860s he spoke of Socrates as the founder of social science, 
articulating wisdom as old as civilization. Nevertheless, he insisted on the ep-
ochal signifi cance of his method of observation, which he linked to modern 
economic change and social dislocation. That method refl ected, in a distinc-
tive way, the conundrums of the age. Social science as a nineteenth-century 
project was unmistakably anchored in practices of observation and recording, 
especially statistical ones.14 Although closely engaged with concrete problems 
of administration and reform, it also aimed to detach knowledge from the 
limits of locality. Statistics meant surveying society from above in order to 
transcend the limits of direct inspection, capturing states, economies, and 
societies in a net of numbers.15

Around 1848, Le Play began to be skeptical of statistics, criticizing them 
as secondhand observations. If numbers derive their authority from the ma-
chinery of government, the statistician cannot be a proper observer. In the 
place of offi cial statistics, Le Play now exalted offi cial inquiries or enquêtes 
such as English parliamentary reports. These, in contrast to the work of face-
less census takers, relied on “direct investigation.” He did not mind that the 
parliamentary Blue Books were full of numbers, for his own budget studies 
were no less quantitative.16

Direct observation, in the form idealized by Le Play, renounced neutral-
ity and detachment, preferring an encounter between persons whose lives 
were joined hierarchically. The best observer is a man with responsibility for 
the observed, as when a patron knows and looks out for his laborers or a 
landlord for his tenants. In his own investigations, Le Play was of necessity a 
cosmopolitan, coming in from outside, but he conspicuously allied himself 
with local elites, who in a way were party to the observation. He sometimes 
intervened in the lives of his informants, as in the case of a day laborer’s wife 
in Vienna who, he noticed, always bought food for one meal at a time. Larger 
purchases, he advised the woman, could save the family up to 17 percent, 
and he offered to advance her the funds to begin buying for the future. (She 
at fi rst seized the opportunity, but then repented, remarking that the fam-
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ily could deal with unavoidable hardship but that she could not hold back 
food she already possessed from her hungry children.)17 Le Play celebrated 
the traditional economies of eastern and northern Europe for maintaining 
such personal ties even as they disintegrated in France. Yet in practice he did 
not turn away in despair from French industrial politics but campaigned 
on behalf of a specifi c managerial ideal, the supremacy of the benevolent 
patron.18

The independence of observer and observed is one typical criterion of 
objectivity. Nineteenth-century social science was rarely concerned with 
such objectivity, either in name or in substance. To be sure, increasing ease of 
travel as well as the relative anonymity of urban life offered new opportuni-
ties and incentives for impersonal observation, which might be defi ned in 
terms of the displacement of a peripatetic observer. The fl âneur, who strolls 
about in order to experience an alien world, is, like the census taker, neutral 
and detached. Most nineteenth-century social observation, though, was of a 
different sort. Henry Mayhew, who wrote on the London poor in the mid-
nineteenth century, studied people and places he knew well, and Friedrich 
Engels was guided into the streets and habitations of poor Irish laborers in 
Manchester by his lover Mary Burns, who knew them well. Urban statisti-
cal societies, as in Manchester, were made up mainly of local physicians and 
factory owners, working to clean up bad neighborhoods. In Paris, Alexandre 
Parent-Duchâtelet read archives, conducted interviews, and visited prisons 
and brothels in his study of prostitution. These were typical sources for social 
and medical reformers as they explored the strange urban world of disease, 
poverty, and vice. Rarely did numbers stand by themselves.

Le Play’s own observing was almost global, extending from ragpickers in 
Paris to Muslim herders in Siberia. His goal was always to make these strange 
locales familiar by befriending elites and conversing with laborers. For social 
surveys, whether quantitative or not, the site of observation was most often 
the city, and in particular those spaces created by an industrializing economy 
in which working people were more or less sequestered from polite society. 
The explosion of statistical activity in France and Britain around 1830 was 
driven by anxieties about disease and moral disorder in these working-class 
populations. Their hovels and garrets and the streets where they gathered, 
though described by reformers and novelists, were barely accessible to re-
spectable people, who experienced a frisson of danger when entering these 
alien spaces.19 Statistics, with its depersonalizing tendencies, was a way of 
keeping the poor at a distance, and yet the enumerators went from door to 
door in their effort to penetrate the darkness.

Le Play, too, was moved by the modern condition of cities, but he sought 
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remedy by escaping the modern metropolis to the towns and villages of dis-
tant lands. There he labored to recover a sense of the more integrated com-
munity, where patrons had close contact with working people and knew them 
individually. His méthode d’observation used family budgets to trace personal 
and economic relationships within villages or regions whose ancient customs 
had not yet been too much disrupted by modern life. Among the virtues of 
close observation was the respect it automatically conferred on traditional 
structures of society. Statisticians, by contrast, were typically liberal by dispo-
sition, and looked to promote progress by cleaning up houses and streets and 
by educating the poor to raise their moral and intellectual character.

Sites of Personal Knowledge

As a mode of observation, statistics meant classifying, counting, and averag-
ing. It seemed, as Balzac complained in Le curé au village, to depict society as 
a heap of atomic individuals. According to a common assumption, statistics 
was most appropriate for persons defi cient in individuality.

The presumed opposition of statistics to direct observation, which would 
be more personal and more humane, is engagingly caricatured in Charles 
Dickens’s Hard Times (1854). Encouraged by his “deadly statistical recorder,” 
the utilitarian schoolteacher Thomas Gradgrind performs social observations 
from the blue interior of an observatory that has no windows, only shelves 
packed with parliamentary reports. The novelist’s voice condemns Gradgrind 
and his clan for their ignorance of the persons summed up in these docu-
ments. So, when his daughter Louisa escapes the pretentious estate of her 
husband Mr. Bounderby, a factory owner, to the little cabin of a worker, Ste-
phen Blackpool, it comes as a revelation to her. “For the fi rst time in her life, 
Louisa had come into one of the dwellings of one of the Coketown Hands; for 
the fi rst time in her life, she was face to face with anything like individuality 
in connexion with them.”

Dickens, who began his writing career as a parliamentary reporter, was 
familiar with offi cial Blue Books. He must have understood that an observa-
tory lined with committee reports admitted as much light as one fi lled with 
novels. At times, to be sure, these reports appear profoundly bureaucratic:

The tabular forms have been fi lled up, and the queries answered by employ-

ers, in suffi cient numbers and with suffi cient completeness to permit of our 

stating, with a fair approximation to the truth, the number of children and 

young persons employed in the branches of manufacture in question, at all 

ages under 18, and their relative proportion to the adult workpeople; the usual 

hours of work; in what cases, and to what extent, over-hours or night work 
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prevail; and what amount of time is allowed for meals, and whether they are 

taken regularly or irregularly.20

At other times they used vivid language and emphasized direct experience in 
much the same fashion as did Dickens. In a way they were his rivals.

Frances Trollope’s novel, Life and Adventures of Michael Armstrong, the 
Factory Boy, which provoked such consternation in the 1840 select commit-
tee, was understood by everyone as an exposé of actual factory conditions. 
Her avowed purpose was “to drag into the light of day, and place before the 
eyes of Englishmen, the hideous mass of injustice and suffering to which 
thousands of infant labourers are subjected, who toil in our monstrous 
spinning-mills. . . . The true but most painful picture has been drawn faith-
fully and conscientiously.” Like Hard Times, Michael Armstrong is concerned 
less with laborers as such than with the enlightenment of middle-class people, 
in Trollope’s case of ladies who, like the author herself, should be moved to 
escape their sheltered enclaves and experience with their own eyes, ears, and 
noses the suffering infl icted on the poor by their fathers and husbands, the 
managers and owners. Her most poignant passages cast the ladies in a role 
recalling parliamentary inquirers.

“What is the billy-roller, Sophy?” inquired Miss Brotherton, in an accent de-

noting considerable curiosity.

“It’s a long stout stick, ma’am, that’s used often and often to beat the little 

ones employed in the mills when their strength fails—when they fall asleep, 

or stand still for a minute.”

“Do you mean, that the children work till they are so tired as to fall asleep 

standing?”

“Yes ma’am. Dozens of ’em every day in the year except Sundays, is strapped, 

and kicked, and banged by the billy-roller, because they falls asleep.”21

Dickens notwithstanding, the Blue Books overfl owed with personal expe-
riences and hardships as well as impersonal statistics, and the committees did 
not disdain theater. Here is an item from the questioning of factory inspector 
Charles Trimmer in 1840:

2848. Do you think that little children are exposed to very great hazard, par-

ticularly female children, with their fl owing garments, in going round from 

one part of the mill to another?—I think they are; there was a case occurred 

very recently at Stockport, where a girl was carried by her clothing round an 

upright shaft; her thighs were broken, her ankles dislocated, and she will be a 

cripple for life.

2849. What do you think would have been the expense of boxing off that up-

right shaft?—A few shillings.22
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A committee report of 1863 added the voices of the children to those of 
offi cials. Although the document implies quotation, their words, reported by 
factory inspectors, are as stylized as those of children in Dickens. Typical is 
James Barnacle (no relative, surely, of Tite Barnacle of the circumlocution of-
fi ce in Little Dorrit), transmitted in staccato rhythms from the pottery works 
by Mr. F. D. Longe. “I am 12 years old. There are nine other boys here. They 
would be from 12 to 14. I have worked three years in the dipping house. My 
father is a sagger maker. I cannot read. I go to school on Sundays. We get 3s. 
or 4s. a week each.”23

The parliamentary members of these committees knew that nothing 
could replace fi rsthand knowledge, because they understood the forms of 
deception and concealment to which factory inspectors—such as Leonard 
Hoerner (here)—were exposed.

428. Have there been any instances in which attempts have been made to con-

ceal the children during your visits at the mill?—Yes, they have been concealed 

in wool bags.

429. And in what other places?—I have never detected it, but I was told that in 

a mill that I visited, believing children to be improperly employed there, after 

I had gone I was told, “If you had looked into the necessaries you would have 

found them full.”24

This select committee, aware as it was of the limits of what could be learned 
offi cially, never challenged hearsay reports like this one, but welcomed the 
glimpse they offered behind the scenes. The really crucial observations, invis-
ible to the eyes, depended on the stories of concerned neighbors.

Le Play, like Dickens, looked to patronal benevolence and paternalism for 
a solution to the social question. British parliamentary examiners were less 
credulous. Perhaps, one insinuated, the unreasonably modest fi nes assessed 
by courts for fl agrant violations of child labor standards owe something to 
the fi nancial interest of magistrates in the very mills where the violations oc-
curred. And if mill owners appoint schoolmasters who teach on their prem-
ises, doesn’t that make the schoolmaster [Gradgrind?] “the servant of the mill 
owner?” [Bounderby?]25 Le Play, to be sure, was thinking of what could be, or 
had been, and the yawning gap between ideal and reality was why la réforme 
sociale was so urgent. As in former times, he dreamed, patrons should live 
beside their employees or tenants and deal with them humanely. The desic-
cation of personal ties owing to Louis XIV’s policy of drawing the nobles to 
Versailles, he argued, had been responsible for the angry attacks of peasants 
on their chateaux during the French Revolution.

Karl Marx, whose analysis of capitalism relied as much on empirical in-
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vestigations in Blue Books as on theoretical traditions deriving from G. W. F. 
Hegel, Henri de Saint-Simon, and David Ricardo, was resolutely impersonal. 
His focus on the capitalist system and on categories of analysis such as “ab-
stract labor power” contrasts with a study he cited repeatedly for empirical 
information by his collaborator Engels. The Condition of the Working Class in 
England, published in 1845, is more like a guidebook to the rapacity and the 
suffering characteristic of industrial manufacturing. Engels wrote in a per-
sonal voice, and so it is signifi cant that he mixed anecdotes from Blue Books 
with what he had seen and heard with his own senses. Idle dilettantes, senti-
mental novelists, dutiful civil servants, and scientifi c socialists join hands in 
works like this, collaborating in a project of social observation that has sup-
plied our most persistent images of the human impact of industrialization.

For Le Play, the offi cial inquiry was the secret of good government in Brit-
ain. In contrast to Continental bureaucracy, which “combines the reality of 
power with an absence of responsibility,” administration in Britain delegated 
authority to offi cials on the ground and embraced the activity of local elites. 
Offi cial inquiries gave these men the opportunity to demonstrate their good 
and conscientious work to Parliament. They fi lled the role of sages, men of 
wisdom and experience, the eyes and ears of the nation.26 No better observa-
tory could be devised than the chambers wherein they communicated their 
observations directly to representatives of the supreme legislative authority in 
response to probing questions, and which were recorded in Blue Books and 
diffused by the press.

Their vivid reports were much valued by opponents of the capitalist or-
der. Le Play himself condemned free markets, and he applauded government 
actions against the terrible abuses of workers, especially children, in unregu-
lated steam-powered factories.27 Marx gave fulsome praise to the offi cials who 
supplied his data, explaining to the German readers of Capital that its grue-
some statistics (and occasional anecdotes) did not mean laboring conditions 
in England were worse than across the Channel. It was rather that the English 
alone uncovered the truth about factory life.28 Parliamentary reports of 1863 
and 1864 on the employment of children, heavily cited in Capital, are full 
of dark, satanic images, as of “a number of human beings pent up together, 
breathing over and over the same polluted atmosphere.” At the Lucifer Match 
Company, the fumes cause necrosis of the jaw, as explained by John Pegge 
of the Royal College of Surgeons. “The sufferings of a patient in the earlier 
stages of the disease, and until it has run itself out, leaving the jaw quite dead 
and exposed, are intolerable. He will take almost any amount of narcotics 
with comparatively little effect.” Factory inspector Scriven introduced a com-
mittee to young boys in the pottery trade who worked from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., 
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often in closely confi ned, windowless hothouses, with a cast-iron stove in the 
center, “heated to redness, increasing the temperature often to 130 degrees. I 
have burst two thermometers at that point.”29

That bursting betokens the transformation of quantity into quality, as 
winged mercury unites furnace, instrument, and inspector.

The Ancient Wisdom

Le Play appealed to attractive images of what once was and might again be, 
an alternative to huddled masses in an indifferent world. Not until his last 
years did he merely revere the past, nor did he condemn industrialization 
as such. Until about 1850, mining techniques defi ned his profession, and for 
two decades after that he contributed to the planning and judging of inter-
national exhibitions, those showcases of new technology. Material progress 
was good in itself, even if it often had moral disorder as a by-product. In 
1879 he wrote of the great promise of James Watt’s steam engine and Richard 
Arkwright’s spinning jenny, which could have benefi ted all classes of society 
were it not for one other terrible invention of the same era, Adam Smith’s 
political economy, which dissolved customary obligations in a free, competi-
tive market, depriving the poor of their economic security.30 More and more, 
commercialism sapped the spirit of generosity of the English upper classes, 
which had been inculcated by liberal education and by travel abroad. Even 
so, he praised the English for maintaining loyalties across class lines that had 
decayed in France, and for preserving an alliance of religious faith with belief 
in science.31

The great French engineering corps were never disposed to favor free-
market economics.32 State engineers, including the young Le Play, embraced 
their own mission as expert planners who could protect a society against the 
hazards of unregulated exchange. During 1848, his correspondence with the 
liberal statistician George Richardson Porter provided occasion to express his 
low regard for English economic doctrines and his support of socialism and 
of working-class activism.33 Dispirited by the excesses and then the failure 
of revolution, he began to look instead to owners and managers to create a 
better society. They should be modern, like engineers, in their exploitation of 
technology, but traditional in their acceptance of paternal responsibility for 
their workers. As an organizer of international exhibitions, Le Play backed 
prizes not only for technologically advanced production techniques but also 
for innovative arrangements to secure a decent life for workers.

Under the empire of Louis Napoleon, Le Play moved beyond his function 
as state engineer to become a confi dant of the emperor and a member of the 
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Conseil d’état. The fi rst edition of his monographs, appearing in 1855 in a fo-
lio volume from the Imprimerie Impériale, “par autorisation de l’Empereur,” 
has the scent of an imperial blessing. This collection looks back to old times 
with a feeling of loss, yet is structured into a narrative of progress. The most 
primitive societies, such as he had observed in Siberia, depend on forced la-
bor. Herdsmen and farmers have no free will but entrust all decisions to the 
patron, to whom they are passionately loyal. Le Play found them insurmount-
ably opposed to change, even when it would benefi t them. This system was 
not to be condemned out of hand, but its static character was a shortcoming. 
A better system would allow the development of individual liberty, as indeed 
was to be found at the next stage in social progress, typifi ed by Sweden, which 
made employment relations permanent but voluntary. The spread of democ-
racy, diffusing the authority of the superior classes, led ineluctably to further 
improvement, though also to heightened danger. Temporary labor contracts 
offer more freedom to workers while placing more responsibility on the fa-
ther as head of family. Such a system, he declared, can raise moral character, 
as in Norway, certain Swiss cantons, and parts of Spain, and especially where 
a tradition of communal lands persists. But in England, Belgium, and France, 
where electoral politics and new industrial technologies have undermined 
the patronal role, rootless workers are degraded into “nomads of a new type” 
and become vulnerable to demagogues.34

And yet, with care, these fl aws can be remedied. There is no solution to 
be had through individual discovery, “un seul jet d’eau du cerveau d’un pen-
seur” (one jet of water in the brain of a thinker), but only through meticulous 
observation of social reality. His dismissal of the a priori theoretical insight 
was a rejection also of revolution, while systematized social observation im-
plied a politics without polarization. Le Play’s social science meant proceed-
ing collectively and letting experience rather than dogma determine, for ex-
ample, whether free exchange or state intervention leads to greater morality 
in an economic system. The path of observation would allow social science to 
advance through the same progressive phases as astronomy, physics, chem-
istry, and natural history. Since social facts are readily visible, requiring no 
great feats of instrumental precision, observation can support a public form 
of science.35

By 1864, Le Play was less optimistic about the progress of society. The 
social confl icts of the 1860s reminded him of the uncertainties of 1830, with 
turbulence everywhere and his friends declaring fealty to Saint-Simon. He 
remembered now that he had adopted then the strategy of René Descartes, 
doubting all but what he could personally demonstrate. Since real knowledge 
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arises from observation, this Cartesian move had brought Le Play directly 
to his methodological goal. Immediately, however, he had realized (he now 
claimed) that his own eyes could not be the fi nal authority. Like Descartes, he 
must hold his conclusions suspect until they had been verifi ed by the most 
eminent men with the most universally recognized qualities. Indeed, by 1864 
Le Play was coming to identify such authorities as uniquely privileged social 
observers.

The Sage as Observer

Thus, as Le Play distanced himself from the liberal traditions of personal 
freedom, direct observation assumed a new, diminished role. Social science 
became less a matter of empirical verifi cation, and more of recognizing the 
timeless centrality of the human soul and its relations with God. The eternal 
truths of man and society would be revealed by looking within. In 1864, he 
identifi ed Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s theory of perfectibility and the modern 
faith in revolution as the two most deadly doctrines. Social problems were 
a consequence of original sin, which must be suppressed by fathers in each 
successive generation. The proper direction of reform was mainly to recover 
what had been lost.36

The second and most widely infl uential edition of Les ouvriers européens, 
published in six volumes from 1877 to 1879, aimed to reconcile a still more 
profound conservatism with the empirical methods he cherished. Horri-
fi ed by the Paris Commune in 1871, he began to repeat unceasingly and with 
tedious prolixity his moral doctrine, that man needed nothing more in the 
world than to heed the Ten Commandments and to be assured of receiving 
his daily bread. The twin institutions of the patriarchal family and the pa-
tronal employer were perfectly suited to provide the basic human necessities, 
and with them “social peace.”37 Individuality as a positive force now disap-
peared from his social analysis. There are vast catalogs of plants and animals, 
he explained in 1879, and in chemistry an unlimited number of combinations 
can be produced in the laboratory, but moral science has witnessed nothing 
really new since the Decalogue. While the conditions of human life are, in 
their details, various, all families, and not only happy ones, participate in a 
shared human condition.

Le Play continued to sponsor systematic social observation, and the So-
ciété d’économie sociale that he had formed in 1856 moved toward the iden-
tifi cation of monographs with a moderate politics of social reform. Emile 
Cheysson, his most prominent disciple, allied the monographic method with 
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statistics and struggled to reconcile patronage with social engineering.38 For Le 
Play, however, observation was becoming more and more an instinct rather 
than a set of techniques. Also, he found less and less variability to justify fur-
ther studies. “In what concerns the two supreme laws of happiness and the 
two fundamental elements of the [social] constitution, scrupulous observers 
will be convinced by the study of a single monograph.”39

Under the Third Republic, Le Play discovered in economically less ad-
vanced societies the key elements of a solution to the problems of France. 
Their remoteness from the modern economy and modern ideas was the 
very reason for their success. Paradoxically, the method of observation now 
required a French reformer to be cosmopolitan, to study economic life in 
remote locations rather than merely observing at home.40 By contrast, men 
of the East and North had no need even to look outside themselves for un-
derstanding, because they had direct access to the wisdom of the ages. This 
ancient wisdom, for Le Play, was fundamental. It was possessed above all by 
sages, who persisted wherever a society had been insulated from the corrup-
tions of the Occident. It is a blessing for them to understand no languages but 
their own. Although the monographic studies in his second edition became 
longer and more detailed as well as more numerous, his introductions to 
the volumes tended to drain the méthode d’observation of its purpose. They 
took a dim view of technological progress and of science. Le Play specifi cally 
condemned the new English “évolutionisme,” calling it a preconceived idea 
and a threat to the observed truths of religion. Going beyond his longstand-
ing view that wise men of the East understood by instinct all that social sci-
ence could hope to discover in its more laborious fashion, he now claimed 
that real knowledge had to be passed along through an uninterrupted oral 
tradition. Codifying the ancient wisdom and writing it down as law was the 
beginning of the fall from grace.41

The West had fallen very far, and Le Play’s introductions offered little 
hope that formal study, even of his own monographs, could bring redemp-
tion. Social science presents no possibility of a true experiment, as in natural 
science, hence no alternative but to reason from solutions that have worked 
in analogous circumstances. In practice, the empirical results available to a 
modern European cannot match the experience of listening to the sage as 
he interprets his own traditions, traditions that work.42 These could not be 
passed along straightforwardly, like pencils or bits of information, but had to 
be assimilated, slowly. Wisdom was the key ingredient as well as the desired 
outcome of this form of observation, which presumed a reverence for tradi-
tion and a distrust of dogmatic assertions.

Still, Le Play proceeded quantitatively, as in 1833 and 1855.
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Wisdom Congealed into Tables

Le Play’s quantifying took the form not of counting persons but of assem-
bling family budgets. When, as a mining engineer, he began this work, he 
conceived them as analogous to the chemical analysis of ores. In both cases 
there is a conservation principle, the principle of double-entry bookkeeping, 
that income equals outgo or expenditures. This requirement provided an au-
tomatic check to the fi gures. He wanted as complete an analysis as possible, 
and he insisted on assigning money values to items that were not traded in 
the marketplace, including labor, in-kind obligations between worker and 
patron, and some (but not most) unpaid services of the wife.

Le Play’s budgets provided the basis for a microsociology in which the 
whole is made visible by a close analysis of a part.43 He always sought the ad-
vice of the eminent in selecting a typical or representative family. An itemiza-
tion of the family budget allowed him to form a picture of relationships span-
ning a whole community (fi g. 11.1). Le Play put particular emphasis on items 
that were governed by custom rather than by direct market forces. These 
would include, for example, the right of a peasant to graze his cow or to haul 
fi rewood with the patron’s cart. They demonstrated the persistence of tradi-
tional relationships, of personal bonds of loyalty and responsibility, in much 
of the world. Patronal benevolence was far more prevalent among Scandina-
vian factory workers or Harz miners than in urban France. His monograph 
on a maître-blanchisseur (master laundry worker) in the Paris suburbs, for 
example, showed no subventions of this kind at all.44

Equally revealing were the means for insuring the poor against unexpected 
hardship. Worker cooperatives, which gather contributions and make pay-
ments as need requires rather than accumulating funds, are adequate when 
probabilities are known, but where experience is inadequate to estimate the 
probabilities, as for example with loss of employment, such funds will inevi-
tably run dry when times are bad. A cooperative could never enforce the level 
of abstinence and morality required to assure adequate resources in the worst 
of times, such as he had witnessed in the Harz in 1829. For this reason, the old 
system, in which the seigneur takes responsibility for cases of misfortune, was 
a better one, and Le Play took it as a model for relations between the patron 
and the worker. These studies consistently stressed the advantages of com-
munities held together by bonds of affection between owners and workers, 
the poor and the rich. Bureaucratic solutions only interfere with the spirit of 
initiative, he thought, and any “corporate” response to poverty must lack the 
needed subtlety and sensitivity. A corporation, after all, can know nothing 
of the private world or vie intime of a needful family. It cannot substitute for 



f igu r e  1 1 . 1 .  The upper right-hand quarter of Le Play’s family budget for a family in the Harz Moun-

tains, from the 1855 folio fi rst edition of his Ouvriers européens. The tables, which include capital and 

income accounts, assign money values whenever possible. The list calls attention to services governed by 

custom rather than contract, demonstrating the persistence of a traditional economy.
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a patron exercising personal charity for families attached to the same house 
and to the rigors of the same workshop.45 Le Play’s monographs, particularly 
in their revised form, do not present society statistically as a mass of individu-
als, but as families great and small, enmeshed in a web of mutual obligations. 
The truths that emerged from such study, he held, were deeper than those of 
the census.

Conclusion

Although the history of social science has usually been written with an em-
phasis on social theory, it was from the beginning a project of making and 
collecting observations. Much of this work was performed by government 
agencies and was bound up with systematic administrative interventions. 
Much of the rest—and this would include all of Le Play’s later works of so-
cial observation—aimed to investigate and promote reform. Until very late 
in the nineteenth century, few proponents of social science were troubled 
that embracing the structures of social and institutional power might com-
promise its objectivity. They worried much more about the subordination 
of social science to theoretical prejudices, to radical doctrines of free-market 
liberalism or socialism.

The basic task of social science, as Le Play and many of his contempo-
raries conceived it, was to work out a form of observation appropriate to the 
new social and economic conditions of the nineteenth century. For him, this 
was also about identifying the kind of authorities who could accommodate 
and redirect the forces of social change. Through the 1860s and especially 
after 1871, he became disaffected with the modern world, and he argued with 
increasing conviction that the way forward was to recover what was valuable 
in the past. He proposed to study that past as something living, to be found 
not mainly in old books but in societies that had been insulated from the dis-
ruption and anonymity—that “modern nomadism”— of industrial society.

In this, the period of his greatest infl uence, he worked to reconstruct so-
cial observation in a way that would recognize and reinforce paternalistic au-
thority. He put more and more emphasis on implicit, unarticulated forms 
of knowledge, the wisdom contained in parables passed down by tradition. 
He continued to proselytize on behalf of monographs, but what could they 
now contribute? We should look to social science not for original discoveries 
but for a glimpse of refl ected light. Le Play now rewrote his own history to 
emphasize a wide gulf that separated his method of observation from other 
efforts in empirical social science, thereby refashioning himself as a revolu-
tionary practitioner of social science—revolutionary in the antique sense of 
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returning to ancient roots. Yet the trajectory of his life reveals him as very 
much a man of the nineteenth century. His paradoxical achievement was to 
reconstruct the tools of modern economic and statistical observation so as 
to reinvigorate an organic social order based on the implicit wisdom of sage 
elites who knew by instinct rather than through detached investigation and 
conveyed this wisdom in stories.
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